
02/24/22 Added Notes: This doc set to “public”.

Purpose: These emails begin immediately following a Training Quiz Lead Magnet submission, and
continue until the contact purchases Sculpt or a subscription to the app, until the end of the campaign, or
until the contact unsubscribes.

Note: Configure tech inside Maropost

EMAIL #1 - Ben’s Copy

Send From Kelsey & Dennis | HIITBURN, kelsey@hiitburn.com

Purpose Promote Sculpt Purchase

Send Date / Time Immediately After Lead Mag Submission

Audience Training Quiz Lead Mag Opt-Ins (Sculpt Path)

Subject A Great News - Your Results Are In!

Subject B

Preview Text Based on your answers

Notes Intended to create a bond, familiarity and trust with the prospect

Hey {{contact.first_name}}

Your results are in for your online training assessment!

Based on your goal of dropping your last few pounds and getting more toned:

I’d highly recommend a workout plan where half the movements are strength-based, and
the other half are cardio-based using high intensity interval training (HIIT).

As you choose a workout plan to fit this 50/50 split, you’ll want to be very careful to avoid these
three common mistakes people tend to make…

#1 Don’t overdo your cardio!
A lot of people think they can speed up results by simply piling on more cardio.

Unfortunately, too much cardio can actually work against your goals, making it difficult to
ever realize your true potential.

Resist the urge :-)



#2 Don’t overdo the intensity!
While intense workouts are great and highly recommended, overdoing the level of intensity
can work against your goals, creating another scenario that leaves you feeling frustrated with
little to no results.

#3 Don’t neglect strength exercises :(
Incorporating the right strength exercises into your workouts is incredibly important to hitting
your goals.

Strength-based exercises are super effective, time efficient movements which offer some
amazing benefits like increasing metabolism and improving muscle tone.

Avoiding these 3 common mistakes is actually very easy when you use a carefully constructed
workout plan…

You can get started right now with a plan built around your goals, and designed to get
results you’re gonna be proud to call your own!

The SCULPT Training Plan is what I highly recommend. This plan provides the perfect
balance of cardio and strength based movements.

PLUS, with follow along workout cues, you’ll quickly realize what it’s like achieving the right level
of intensity for your unique goals.

Go here to get started with SCULPT today >>

You’re closer to hitting your goals than you might think!

And I can’t wait to help get you started,

- Kelsey & Dennis

p.s. Your fitness is our passion… it sounds cheesy, but it’s true :-)

So, if you have any questions just REPLY to this email. We’re always happy to help!

p.p.s. I’ll be following up with a few more emails you’ll definitely want to check out, so add
“kelsey@hiitburn.com” to your address book.

(And of course, if you ever decide, “no more emails”, simply click the “unsubscribe” link at the
bottom of any of these messages.)

Other than that, just get your SCULPT Plan now, and get a jump start on your results!

https://hiitburn.com/training-results/sculpt-bodyweight-training/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email_sequence&utm_campaign=training_quiz_sculpt&utm_content=email1_sequence
https://hiitburn.com/training-results/sculpt-bodyweight-training/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email_sequence&utm_campaign=training_quiz_sculpt&utm_content=email1_sequence
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EMAIL #2 - Ben’s Copy

Send From Kelsey | HIITBURN, kelsey@hiitburn.com

Purpose Promote Sculpt Purchase

Send Date / Time 1 Day After Email #1, 9:30am contact’s timezone

Audience Training Quiz Lead Mag Opt-Ins (Sculpt Path), non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A You’ll feel the difference with these 3 exercises

Subject B 3 exercises I highly recommend you try this week

Preview Text Get a sneak peek by trying these 3 exercises to tone, strengthen
and drop pounds

Notes Building credibility with value added content

Admit it {{contact.first_name}}, you want better and faster results!

And you can have ‘em… you just have to use the right exercises.

Exercises like the ones Alicia, a private client of mine, has been using. Here’s what she shared
recently,

“I’m so glad we incorporated the recommended strength exercises, ‘cuz now my body is
really beginning to show changes!”

And this is why having a program, combining half strength-based and half cardio-based
workouts using HIIT training, is so important to enjoying amazing results.

Well, today you’re in for a treat!

You’re getting a sneak peek into your SCULPT Training Program, with 3 exercises you’ll
be using to tone your body, drop your last few pounds and improve your strength and
cardiovascular system!

Ready? Set… GO!

#1 Single Leg Exercises
These simple exercises can be done at home, at the gym, even when you're traveling.

But don’t let the simple sound of “single leg exercises” fool you!

Done properly, these exercises work not only your legs, but also your core. This results in
improving your functional strength and balance. PLUS, it greatly increases your body’s ability to

https://hiitburn.com/training-results/sculpt-bodyweight-training/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email_sequence&utm_campaign=training_quiz_sculpt&utm_content=email2_sequence


burn fat!

Some great variations you can try right now include:
● Split Squats
● Lunges
● Bulgarian Split Squats (Personal Favorite)

#2 Pushups
These are another simple, yet highly effective, body-weight exercise.

Unfortunately, a lot of people disregard pushups, thinking they’re too difficult and overlook the
many variations that fit any skill level.

Pushups work your arms, but also are an amazing exercise for your core. When used in
conjunction with your HIIT program, this simple exercise improves core strength, upper
body strength, and also improves your body’s ability to burn fat.

You can try some of these super effective variations right now:
● Push up against a wall (hands on wall, shoulder width apart)
● Push up against weight bench (hands on weight bench, feet on floor)
● Standard push up, off the floor

(These are just a few examples of the many pushup variations you’ll see in your SCULPT
program)

#3 Metabolic Boosters
These are exercises that begin to skyrocket your heart rate after only a few repetitions.

Metabolic boosting exercises will definitely improve your cardio, but their most impressive
benefit comes from increasing your metabolism.

The fat burning effect from a short 20-30 minute HIIT workout can last for hours after your
workout is finished. It really is the perfect way to workout!

Here are some my personal favorite metabolic boosters you can try today:
● Mountain Climbers
● Sit Throughs
● Plank Jacks
● Sprints In Place

Your SCULPT Training Plan combines all these exercises in simple, easy to understand follow
along videos.

Plus, variations are offered to ensure you get results driven, consistent workouts that fit your
fitness level, no matter if you're just beginning or have a lot of experience.

Start Your SCULPT Training TODAY >>

So, are you in?

Personally, I cannot wait to see what you accomplish!

https://hiitburn.com/training-results/sculpt-bodyweight-training/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email_sequence&utm_campaign=training_quiz_sculpt&utm_content=email2_sequence
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-Kelsey & Dennis

EMAIL #3 - Ben’s Copy

Send From Kelsey | HIITBURN, kelsey@hiitburn.com

Purpose Promote Sculpt Purchase

Send Date / Time 1 Day After Email #2, 8:30am contact’s timezone

Audience Training Quiz Lead Mag Opt-Ins (Sculpt Path), non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A Join me for a leg workout???

Subject B Let’s workout your legs today!

Preview Text This leg workout will really fire up your metabolism, as well as
improve strength, balance and…

Notes Value added content (free workout), and UGC to encourage
purchase

Hey {{contact.first_name}},

You remember the sneak peek at the 3 types of exercises that make the SCULPT Training
Program so effective? Well…

Leg Exercises were listed as the very first one because these movements really benefit your
lower body and your core.

PLUS, leg exercises offer amazing fat burning and cardio perks, as well!

So today, you’re invited to join me for a Leg Burner Workout >>

You can do this workout anywhere at any time - it’s bodyweight only, just like SCULPT.

https://hiitburn.com/training-results/sculpt-bodyweight-training/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email_sequence&utm_campaign=training_quiz_sculpt&utm_content=email3_sequence
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These workouts are so effective:

● Fire up your metabolism
● Increase your strength
● Improve your balance
● Boost your cardio

Just try ‘em, and you’ll feel the difference… and then just imagine the amazing progress you’re
gonna enjoy doing SCULPT :)

And check out these comments:

“OMG 🥳loved it... and yes my 💖rate was up and I lalalalalalala love 💕 legs thank you”
-michsoji (IG)

“the strength is REAL! you're officially my source of gym motivation 🤍” -marinforthegym
(IG)

“another great workout! thanks for the content👏” -metamorph__fitness (IG)

… so many people, just like you, are experiencing the health and fitness benefits from high
intensity interval training!

Throughout Your SCULPT Training Program you’ll find these same exercises blended in with so
many other transformative movements…

SCULPT really is one of the best full body workout programs, and I know you’re gonna love it!

Get started with SCULPT today >>

-Kelsey

p.s. If you’re feeling unsure about the SCULPT Training Program, please let us know by replying
to this email.

Either I, or one of our support staff, will make sure you have all the information you need to
make your best decision.

https://hiitburn.com/training-results/sculpt-bodyweight-training/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email_sequence&utm_campaign=training_quiz_sculpt&utm_content=email3_sequence


EMAIL #4 - Ben’s Copy

Send From Kelsey | HIITBURN, kelsey@hiitburn.com

Purpose Promote Sculpt Purchase

Send Date / Time 1 Day After Email #3, 9:15am contact’s timezone

Audience Training Quiz Lead Mag Opt-Ins (Sculpt Path), non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A A lesson from my moment of weakness

Subject B In my moment of weakness I realized this

Preview Text My anxiety was blinding me to the big picture, but everything
worked out when I made this decision

Notes Story to create bond with prospect, and overcome the “I’m not
ready yet” objection

Hey {{contact.first_name}},

Not too long ago, Dennis and I were feeling overloaded.

We were traveling, we had business to tend to, family obligations pulling in all directions.

And, to top it off, we were working on some material to help three private clients.

Sometimes, life just seems to be so chaotic, and although you do your best to keep a positive
mindset it’s so easy to slip…

Times like these can be draining!

And it’s easy to miss the big picture when you're feeling overwhelmed with very real things
that demand your attention immediately!

Well, right smack dab in the middle of all this madness, a notification popped up that a program I
had been interested in was available.

My anxiety got the best of me…

“I’m too busy to even fathom the idea of completing this program! Life is too busy, right now.
Ugh, when will this craziness end?!”

And I think Dennis could feel the frustration radiating off me, because he had this mixed look of
confusion, concern, (and maybe even a little fear) - as he asked, “whoa, what’s wrong?”.

Looking back, it’s actually funny, because all it took was that “whoa, what’s wrong?” to snap me
out of my tunnel-visioned thinking.



I ended up getting the program right away, even though I made sure to place zero pressure on
myself to actually start right away…

Afterall, by intentionally taking action and getting the program, I had already taken the
first BIG step towards my goal.

So, I want to encourage you…

Maybe you’ve been busy, feeling drained, or even a bit anxious…

Intentionally making a choice today that will help you reach and enjoy your goals
tomorrow is such an important decision.

Go get your SCULPT program today >>

Then, use it when you’re ready… on your timeline :-)

-Kelsey

p.s. Once you purchase your copy of the SCULPT Training Program, not only can you begin at
your convenience…

You can also reuse SCULPT for as long as you wish. It’s yours forever!

EMAIL #5 - Ben’s Copy

Send From Dennis | HIITBURN, dennis@hiitburn.com

Purpose Promote Sculpt Purchase

Send Date / Time 1 Day After Email #4, 4:15pm contact’s timezone

https://hiitburn.com/training-results/sculpt-bodyweight-training/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email_sequence&utm_campaign=training_quiz_sculpt&utm_content=email4_sequence
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Audience Training Quiz Lead Mag Opt-Ins (Sculpt Path), non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A Here is your full workout (just like in Sculpt)

Subject B Hey {{contact.first_name}}, I wrote out this workout for you…

Preview Text Try this workout yourself to see how the 4 phases help you see
results fast

Notes Based on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzQp0QaGZGY
Share value added content (sample workout)

Hey {{contact.first_name}},

“How can a 30 minute workout really help me? It sounds too good to be true.”

This question sometimes comes up with people new to HIITBURN.

And it’s a really good question, because you absolutely deserve to KNOW that your decision
to use the SCULPT Training Program is going to pay off.

Here’s how it works (and why you can totally trust this program):

Every SCULPT workout is built using a four phase structure (Flow, Strong, Burn and Max).

By consistently using these four phases in time based workouts, you’re able to make progress
during each session.

Below is a full workout, just like you’ll use in SCULPT!

Try it out yourself to see how the four phases work together to tone, strengthen, burn fat and
elevate your metabolism.

Flow: This phase is all about warming up your body for what’s to come. Do these exercises only
one time through, for a total of 1 round.

● Walking Hip Stretch (50 Seconds)
● Transition (10 Seconds)
● Walking High Kicks (50 Seconds)
● Transition (10 Seconds)
● Inch Worm w/ T Push Up (50 Seconds)
● REST (Approximately 30 Seconds)

Strong: This phase uses slow, controlled movements to build strength. Do these exercises
twice through, for a total of 2 rounds.

● Negative Push Ups (60 Seconds)
● Transition (5 Seconds)
● Plank Hold (60 Seconds)
● Transition (5 Seconds)
● Pulsar Squats (60 Seconds)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzQp0QaGZGY
https://hiitburn.com/training-results/sculpt-bodyweight-training/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email_sequence&utm_campaign=training_quiz_sculpt&utm_content=email5_sequence


● AFTER 2 ROUNDS - REST (Approximately 30 Seconds)

Burn: This phase will make you sweat, and you will burn body fat! Do these exercises four
times through, for a total of 4 rounds.

● Dolphin Planks (45 Seconds)
● REST (15 Seconds)
● Shoulder Tap Push Ups (45 Seconds)
● REST (15 Seconds)
● Prisoner Alternating Lunges (45 Seconds)
● REST (15 Seconds)

Max: This phase is your finisher. Make it count and you’ll reap the rewards! Do these exercises
twice through, for a total of 2 rounds.

● Squat Jumps (30 Seconds)
● Plank Jacks (30 Seconds)
● Alternating Side Lunges (30 Seconds)
● Reach Through Push Ups (30 Seconds)
● REST (60 Seconds)

All you need to do this workout is 30 minutes and a timer.

And if you want to enjoy the follow along workout videos, complete with exercise
modifications and workout cues…

Pick up your copy of the SCULPT Training Program today >>

My only request…

Email us back once you’ve tried this workout, and let us know how amazing you feel!

Enjoy,

-Dennis

p.s. These four phases are really nice when you’re pinched on time, but still want to get in a
solid workout.

Simply cut down rounds in phase 2-4. For example, you could do Flow for 1 round, Strong for 1
round, Burn for 2 rounds and finish with Max for 1 round.

This modification allows you to still get great fitness benefits, even when you can’t commit
30 minutes.

Go here to start SCULPT today >>

https://hiitburn.com/training-results/sculpt-bodyweight-training/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email_sequence&utm_campaign=training_quiz_sculpt&utm_content=email5_sequence
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EMAIL #6 - Ben’s Copy

Send From Kelsey | HIITBURN, kelsey@hiitburn.com

Purpose Promote Sculpt Purchase

Send Date / Time 2 Days After Email #5, 8:30am contact’s timezone

Audience Training Quiz Lead Mag Opt-Ins (Sculpt Path), non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A Oops, forgot to include this follow along video

Subject B Here’s the complete follow along workout

Preview Text This full video workout should give you a much better feel of a
SCULPT session

Notes Refers to email 5, based on
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzQp0QaGZGY
Share value added content (video workout), inject personality and
create closer bond to prospect “I forgot to include this…”

Hey {{contact.first_name}},

You, and a handful of others, should have received an email sharing a written out example of a
full SCULPT workout.

And a few of you replied, asking if we have a follow along video to go along with the
workout…

YES! Take me to the SCULPT Follow Along Video >>

Maybe we should have included this right away (hindsight is always 20/20, right?!)

Either way, it’s super helpful to breakdown a SCULPT workout and pick apart the four phases
that make it such an effective program for people just like you!

Remember, this is our recommendation to help you get more toned and drop those last few
pounds.

And by following SCULPT you’ll:

● Have Fun (follow along videos are enjoyable)
● Save Time (each workout is around 30 minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzQp0QaGZGY
https://hiitburn.com/sculpt-sample-02/


● Stay Motivated (supportive community)
● Have Clarity (know exactly how to reach your goal)
● Finally Get Results YOU Deserve!

So, definitely enjoy that video!

AND when you’re ready to take that first step towards amazing results…

Start your SCULPT Training program >>

-Kelsey

p.s. Have questions?... We’re always happy to help.

REPLY to this email with whatever is on your mind, and we’ll gladly message back!

EMAIL #7 - Ben’s Copy

Send From Kelsey | HIITBURN, kelsey@hiitburn.com

Purpose Promote Sculpt Purchase

Send Date / Time 1 Day After Email #6, 9:30am contact’s timezone

Audience Training Quiz Lead Mag Opt-Ins (Sculpt Path), non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A Answers to all your questions about SCULPT

Subject B [FAQ] SCULPT: Here are your answers

Preview Text Yup, all your questions have answers, and I’m reaching out to ask
what I can do to help…

Notes Purpose is to overcome objections to buying

Hey {{contact.first_name}},

A short while back, you took a quiz to find a workout program that would help reach your goals

https://hiitburn.com/training-results/sculpt-bodyweight-training/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email_sequence&utm_campaign=training_quiz_sculpt&utm_content=email6_sequence


of toning up and dropping the last few pounds…

Your quiz results revealed that the SCULPT Training Program was the best option.

However… it looks like you still haven’t gotten started.

Once in a while, people get “cold feet” before beginning a new workout program…

So, I’m reaching out and asking what can I do to help? Just click the REPLY button and let
me know.

You’re definitely not alone - We have HIITBURN members who were at first unsure… but they
all ended up loving the program :-)

The point is, you probably still have some questions, like…

Q: “Will I be able to fit SCULPT into my schedule?”
A: YES! SCULPT workouts are only around 30 minutes each.

Plus the follow along videos keep you on track so you can workout, and then keep going about
your day.

And since the program is yours forever, you can get started when you’re ready!

Q: “What if SCULPT is too difficult?”
A: You can do this! Performing movements at a comfortable pace and modifying exercises to fit
your skill level is always encouraged.

Plus, SCULPT’s follow along videos show you how to perform each movement in safe and
effective ways.

And of course, if there’s an exercise you’re unsure of, just let us know. We love helping!

Q: “Will SCULPT work for me?”
A: YES! And we back it up with a 30-Day Satisfaction Guarantee…

But more importantly, you get support through the online HIITBURN community (includes
access to Dennis and Kelsey).

And we even include a nutrition manual to ensure you’ll get the most out of your program.

Bottom line: when you follow the program you get results. It's that simple.

Q: “Can’t I just put together my own workout plan?”
A: The SCULPT Training Program came from years of learning the best exercises, duration of
exercises, the most beneficial combination of exercises and how to structure everything into a
4-phase workout that yields amazing results, especially for people who lead busy lives and are
seeking a proven, results-driven workout.

Q: “How much does SCULPT cost?”
A: SCULPT lays out a 60-Day program to help you tone up and drop those last few pounds.
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Right now, you can buy SCULPT for just $37 (that’s a 2 month program for less than your daily
coffee!)

Here’s what I know…

You have a desire to improve your fitness (and you can totally make this a reality)

And…

You have a clear path forward using the SCULPT Training Program.

I also know…

Once you start SCULPT and begin seeing improvements in your energy, toning of your body
and those last few pounds dropping off…

You’re gonna be proud of all the progress you’re making.

You may even reach out and thank us, just like “Melissa B.”

“Your SCULPT bodyweight workouts are amazing and I'm getting so much out of them.
I'm loving the shorter workout time and the follow along videos. This program is
exactly what I need. Thank you!” - Melissa B.

(maybe someday we can feature your transformation in an email, too)

Get started with SCULPT today >>

- Kelsey & Dennis (and Team HIITBURN)

p.s. And please, if you have any nagging questions, please let us know.
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